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The Next Step

Among the works composed during the period of research, there are three pieces that do not
seem to fall under the category of the wabi-sabi-influenced compositions, and yet are not
disconnected from its basic aesthetic principles. These compositions are neither too simple nor
too complex, neither too intuitive nor solidly structured, neither too empty nor too dense and
no more irregular than other western contemporary works. In brief, they resist clear
categorisation under either Western or Eastern aesthetic principles.
And yet, one of the fundamental tenets of wabi-sabi is that nothing in nature exists in a pure,
clinical state (e.g. pure oxygen or pure water, pure colour, pure musical tone etc.). Instead basic
materials are combined together and amalgamate into more complex formations. In art
similarly, originality often springs from the combination of various expressive forms and
techniques amalgamated into aesthetic hybrids. Seen from this perspective, the inclusion of
these three works in the current thesis does not seem out of place. On the contrary, their
analysis in this final chapter will enrich the thesis’ ability to capture and consolidate the true
essence of wabi-sabi and its potential for contemporary composition.
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I.

LITTLE SONGS OF THE GEISHA

Little Songs (1) is a setting of four traditional ko’uta Japanese poems. Those poems (literally
meaning “little songs”) were originally sung with the accompaniment of shamisen and would
not last more than three or four minutes. Ko’uta poetry embodies the concept of iroke. Such a
term cannot be easily translated into its English equivalent, but is associated with sensuality,
intimacy and subtlety. The current setting attains in a free manner the spirit of elegant simplicity
reflected in the poems without being programmatic. The current instrumentation that includes
flute, erhu/violin and cello, deviates from the traditional duet style of the ko-uta songs (voice
and shamisen) as a means of creating richer textures. The extended instrumental sections serve
as intermezzi allowing some stage action/ dance to be performed by the singer. The work
originally included the erhu, but violin has been used instead for the current recording.
The work consists of four movements (one for each poem) and each of them focuses on
different expressive aspects.
The first song (Awaiting) focuses on the fluidity created from the use of slides and the
heterophonic interplay of parts. As in Ithaka, slides function as expressive intensifiers: melodic
slides of varying speeds projected over other melodic layers, create shifting harmonic sweeps
and rhythmically unstable textures (Figure 115).
The type of heterophony introduced in Awaiting is a type of melodic disjunction traditionally
occurring between the shamisen and vocal part in a type of shamisen-accompanied song cycles
known as shamisen kumiuta (2). Figure 116 is an example of the rhythmic discrepancy between
the two parts of Hindagumi. The voice (top part) is characterised by a tendency to lag somewhat
behind the shamisen (bottom part). This discrepancy is never mechanical, but based on a
refined rhythmic interplay between the closely related melodies of the voice and the instrument
and is used to enrich the textures and enhance the forward drive. In Awaiting the same principle
is used in a much freer manner, adapted for the different instrument medium (Figure 117).

1

For purposes of economy hereafter we will refer to this work simply as ‘Little Songs’.

2

Song cycles composed by professionals, often blind, musicians based on songs of folk origin. The first kumiuta made their
appearance at the end of the sixteenth century. (Adriaansz, W., 1978)
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Figure 115: Example of melodic slides in Awaiting

Figure 116: Hindagumi in Western approximate notation (transcribed by Yanagawa Ryū)

(Adriaansz, W, 1978, p.61).

Figure 117: Example of a shamisen kumiuta-type of heterophonic process in Awaiting.
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The instrumental textures of the second movement (Sound of Insects), which is harmonically the
most dense of the set, derive from the sound of sho. Here, very much like in Faded Shonorities II
which we will examine later, the effect of the four, five, and six-note clusters of the sho is created
through the vivid tone repetition (measured tremolo) and the ‘breathing’ characteristics of
phrasing through the use dynamic fades (Figure 118).
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Figure 118: The sho-like harmonic language of The Sound of Insects.

Although the vocal line has been conceived as an independent, continuous phrase of
descending chromatic increments (Figure 119), at the same time its binds with the instrumental
accompaniment through a heterophonic relationship.

Figure 119: Melodic periods in the vocal part are linked through a descending chromatic pitch relationship.

Due to the effect of this rhythmic disjunction, the instrumental layers arrive and depart at
different times to/from dynamic peaks, creating a subtle web of projected tones whose
combined effect functions as a heterophonic variant to the main melody (Figure 120). Despite
the regular character of the rhythmic organisation of the Sound of Insects, the inner pulse does
not coincide with the regular rhythmic subdivisions of the metronomic beat, but follows the
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irregular cycles of phrases providing an instance of rhythmic fluidity within a fast and regular
temporal context.

Figure 120: Example of heterophonic relationship between voice and instruments.

The third movement (Snake Mountain) features an example of heightened speech, frequently
used in Japanese singing (e.g. in order to animate a dialogue, to present musically text of a
humorous content or as cheering calls featured in folk songs and dances). Elements of both
vocal and instrumental parts of the Snake Mountain have been directly drawn from matsuri
(festival music). The accompaniment for example features a similar rhythmic identity and
improvisatory irregularity as in matsuri. The cello plays a dotted rhythmic drone which consists
of perfect fifths, fourths and occasionally sixths (as passing embellishments) providing the basic
harmonic and rhythmic background (Figure 121).

Figure 121: Dotted rhythmic drone in the cello part.
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All the instrumental parts were composed only after the completion of the vocal part, which
derives in its entirety from the rhythmic properties of the text. Therefore the structure of Snake
Mountain is a music representation of the poem structure (Figure 122).

Figure 122: Example of Japanese-style heightened speech in Snake Mountain

Parts feature the same flexible vertical alignment as For the Ice and Ithaka (1) and the overlaying
of the irregular rhythmic/melodic phrases of unequal lengths (both vocal and instrumental)
creates the sliding doors effect which sustains the forward drive and ensures an uninterrupted
continuity.

Figure 123: Example of flexible vertical alignement. The vocal melody unravels independently over the flute
cello parts. Due to their different lengths, the endings or beginnings (or both) of the individual phrases do not
coincide vertically.

1

Although throughout the piece there sparse musical punctuations occasionally occur where parts vertically coincide.
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Snake Mountain is an example of a vocal style of strong rhythmic identity based on the Japanese
linguistic intonation, suggesting a stylistic alternative to Schoenberg’s sprechstimme.
The fourth and final movement (Impossible Dreams) demonstrates two different ways of vocal
production: a freely embellished vocal style, often met in Japanese folk singing, and classical
vocal production. The first occurs in the low register of the voice as it naturally requires less
projection whereas the later occurs in the higher register. The melody, characterised by a folklike simplicity, progresses upwards in diatonic steps (G minor mode with flattened 7th). The
spatial distance between the eight vocal melodic occurrences is gradually reduced as the
melody rises creating a stretto-like effect, conforming with the acoustic process of the naturally
narrowing partials of the harmonic series. The gradual built-up of tension not only sustains the
forward drive and ensures a structural inevitability but also supports the smooth transition and
integration of the two singing styles. The instrumental parts have a strong heterophonic quality
and in essence are variants of the vocal melody. Their presence transforms the otherwise
simplistic vocal part into an alternative type of aria that economically integrates the eastern and
western aesthetics within a limited space.

Figure 124: An example of the complex, yet subtle web of heterophonic relationships between the vocal part
and instrumental parts. In bar 11 the quartertone vibrato of the violin projects a somewhat “distorted” echo of
the vocal melody.

Here more than any other piece of this set, Impossible Dreams captures the essence of iroke
(sensuality) through the refined treatment of timbre and the suggested imagery—intimate
humming of the female voice, a fading image of the spinning umbrella of a Geisha.
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Figure 125: Timbral subtlety and textural fluidity in the introduction of Impossible Dreams.

The Little Songs, originally commissioned by Colin Huehns and funded by the
Calouse Gulbenkian Foundation, became part of project featuring compositions inspired by the
Japanese music and arts. On its premier in Japan in September 2006 it was staged with the
addition of dance/movement (performed by the singer) as well as lighting, use of authentic
traditional Japanese kimonos and props. In August 2007, the dramatised version of Little Songs
was filmed in Japan at Kushiro Cultural Hall, Hokkaido directed by Shigeki Oita (Figure 126).

Figure 126: Filming Little Songs of the Geisha.

Little Songs is a song-cycle hybrid with a strong theatrical/dramatic character, as in the operatic
aria, but of a shorter length and with compact instrumentation that works equally in a live
context or in its multimedia form. The potential of such a portable operatic alternative has
recently attracted the funding interest of Daiwa Foundation and the Anglo-Japanese
Sasakawa Foundation.
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II

ANTIPHON TO MARY

Antiphon

(1)

was composed at the request of the Organ and Choir as a short religious choral

composition to feature in one the magazine’s issues. Antiphon is a four-minute setting of a short
text by Hildegard Von Bingen for four-part choir and organ. Among other performance-related
requirements, the work should not be of a great complexity in order to include in the Sunday
service or other liturgical occasions.
Antiphon’s main features are summarised in the article as follows: “I wanted to portray a flowering
stem, so the music had to be smooth and elastic to convey an atmosphere. The organ accompaniment is
influenced by the gagaku (court music) of Japan. The organ harmony is very basic and eventually goes
over the melody in clusters. In Baroque music the melody lines would be pitched correctly, but I prefer to
smudge them by using glissandi, which makes them freer. Here I am trying to marry two different worlds”
(Ratcliffe, S., 2006, p.31).
Indeed in Antiphon there coexist, side by side, two different music cultures: Baroque polyphony
and Japanese heterophony. However their coexistence seems unbalanced as Antiphon is
inevitably closer to the Eastern tradition in order to emphasise its potential for the Western
religious music. That explains why, with the exception of the brief reference to the Baroque
polyphony in bars 15–25, the rest of the piece features a heterophonic melodic treatment
within a gagaku-influenced harmonic framework.
One of the expressive objectives of Antiphon is the accomplishment of melodic fluidity. Here,
one of the primary devices that supports fluidity is rhythmic disjunction, the application of
which creates a Japanese-style heterophony. We have seen in gagaku for example, that all the
melodic parts derive heterophonically from a mother tune as result of a characteristic type of
rhythmic disjunction known by the terms tsure and zure (together and not together). It is this
rhythmic discrepancy that lends gagaku its unequalled fluidity. In a similar manner in Antiphon,
a single melody distributed between parts (initially grouped in pairs), creates a pseudopolyphonic impression (Figure 127).

1

For purposes of economy hereafter we will refer to this work simply as ‘Antiphon’.
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Figure 127: Use of heterophony in the opening of Antiphon. Here a single melody is being distributed among
the parts. The subtle presence of rhythmic disjunction animates the otherwise plain texture.

A second and no less important device is the use of glissandi. Their function here is dual: they
either enhance the heterophonic flow (Figure 127) or, by eliminating the attack on the pitch
they are leading towards, lend the melodic line a non-angular, fluid quality (e.g. the fugato in
bars 15–23, Figure 128).

Figure 128

The coexistence of the two musical traditions is also prevalent in the organ part. The opening
for example, is an instance of a western-style accompaniment (right hand), projected over the
static, quasi-harmonic background of the left hand (Figure 129).

Figure 129
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The main body of the piece features cluster-like hovering harmonies either as standalone
entities or in combination with the opening accompanying triplets, alluding to the structure
and function of the aitake (standardised chords) of the sho (Figure 130).

Figure 130

The harmonic organisation of Antiphon has also a strong fluid character, with an absence of
clear-cut harmonic changes and irregularity in the harmonic pacing
The sliding doors device mentioned earlier plays a crucial linking role in here. By juxtaposing
heterogeneous melodic/harmonic cycles it is made possible not only to switch effortlessly
between harmonic styles but to combine aesthetically contrasting layers into a single entity
within a very limited space (Figure 131).

Figure 131: A cross-fade between sections. Here the asymmetric melodic cycles ensure a seamless transition
from one section to the other.
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Britten was one of the first composers who integrated the harmonic language of sho and
eastern heterophony into the western ecclesiastic music tradition. In the first of his three church
parables (Curlew River), the organ part is largely influenced from the sho clusters and its overall
harmonic language derives from the aharmonic music of the Noh play Sumidagawa (Figure
132). Although Britten’s music manifests a stronger aesthetic affinity towards the Western
tradition than the Japanese, his work undoubtedly opened new expressive possibilities for the
future of religious music.

Figure 132: Sho-like clusters and use of slides in Britten’s Curlew River (Britten, B., 1983, p.31).

Antiphon to Mary was premiered in Canada at Christ Church Cathedral in Montreal in August
2006 and since then has received numerous performances. It has been published by Oxford
University Press and commercially recorded by Regent Records as part of a Choral collection
titled Christmas from Wells, sung by the Wells Cathedral Choir and Directed by Matthew Owens.
It will be also part of a new recording sung by the Choir of Selwyn College, Cambridge
sponsored by John Armitage Memorial (JAM) as part of a collection of recently composed choral
and organ music. The disc will be cover-mounted on the January/February 2009 issue of
Choir and Organ.
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III. FADED SHONORITIES II
Faded Shonorities II for alto saxophone and marimba was composed for Sarah Field and
Mike Hamnet. The idea of the piece sprung from a music excerpt for bass saxophone solo by the
saxophonist and composer Daniel Kientzy, found in a small booklet accompanying Kientzy’s CD
titled L’Art Du Saxophone (Kientzy, D., 1993). The original, listed under the name Harmonico
Tuilage is a music example that demonstrates the saxophone’s ability to make smooth
transitions between overtones of the harmonic series and the fundamental pitch (Figure 133).
Surprisingly the timbral quality of the excerpt bared a striking similarity with the ethereal
sonorities of the Japanese sho. As a result, the original music was set for saxophone and
marimba, and further extended into what was later to be named as Faded Shonorities II.

Figure 133: The original excerpt by Kientzy, used as a starting point for the composition of
Faded Shonorities II
(Kientzy, D., 1993, p.68).
All the pieces examined in this thesis, share a number of common characteristics such as
simplicity, irregularity, use of space, lack of strong thematic presence, emphasis on timbre etc.
Timbre specifically, is often associated with slow tempo and ample space as faster tempi
normally yield rhythmic or temporal regularity: the more the concentration of musical events
within a given space the less the human ability to process them simultaneously. For that reason
subtle timbral nuances demand the performer’s full attention and almost always require time to
prepare, establish and resolve. That raises the question: what are the ways to integrate subtle
timbral nuances into a fast temporal context without sacrificing the rhythmic fluidity?
Faded Shonorities II was composed as an answer to this question. The starting idea was
Takemitsu’s reference to the natural pulsations caused by the clash of the neighbouring partials
of the sho: “ … continuous and without attack, does not generate beats, but awakens internal latent
rhythms. Delicately swaying clusters of sound reject the concept of everyday time”. (Takemitsu, T., 1995, p.7).
Unlike most of the previously analysed works, where those clusters were presented in a vertical
formation, Faded Shonorities II focuses on their linear representation as well as the effect of their
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clashing overtones, presented through vividly repeated melodic patterns. Those patterns occur
as two-, three-, four-, five- and six-pitch collections repeated freely in any order within the given
register, clearly recalling the structure and sound quality of the standardised chords of the sho.
The irregularity and vividness of repetition within a soft to medium dynamic context enhanced
by the very soft attack and decay, create the illusion of residual vibrations which would normally
be produced by vertically superimposed pitch collections. The expressive possibilities contained
within such concept are profound.
One of its most obvious applications is the smooth transition from the singular to multiple.
Based on the fact that every single sound, colour, or object is made of a multitude of smaller
simpler elements that blend together into a unified whole, in Faded Shonorities II the vibrations
within an initially simple tone gradually increase leading towards the “waving” effect of the
vividly repeated neighbouring tones and vice versa (a looped melodic sequence smoothly melts
into a simple tone); a visual representation of this is the zooming of a lens in an out the detail of
the observed object. Within such a process, kinesis and stasis are interconnected rendering the
necessity for differentiation between ‘fast’ and ‘slow’ music obsolete as both motion and nonmotion are natural properties of sound (Figure 134).

Figure 134: Sequence of sonic transformations (saxophone part in Eb).

In this way, the focus shifts towards the understanding of the primary musical ingredients, and
the possible forms they can assume when observed from different viewpoints. Such processes
are evident in Faded Shonorities II. From the outset the work is built as a succession/overlapping
of over-tones of a harmonic series and the fundamental. These overtones in their turn, by
becoming fundamentals, define a new harmonic series and new subsequent pitch associations.
The marimba often sustains those tones to maximise the effect of continuity or with the
addition of vividly repeating neighbouring tones create an impression of floating harmonic
clusters very similar in quality to the static clusters produced by the Japanese sho. Those tones
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in their turn create new tonal associations. Thus the definition of the pitch material incorporates
“objective” procedures based on the natural laws of acoustics (Figure 135).

Figure 135: Pitch continuity in saxophone (top) and marimba (bottom).

In order to capture more effectively the fluid quality of sound transformations, the use of an
alternative non-fixed notation was necessary. With the exception of limited sections or
fragments within a single part where conventional notation has been used, all the pedal tones
and repeated melodic patterns have been proportionally notated (Figure 136).

Figure 136: Combination of proportional and metric notation.

Such notational flexibility that clearly recalls the honkyoku pieces for shakuhachi (add cross
reference), allows a subjective fluidity and most importantly, infuses the interpretation of fast
passages with an elastic, non-metronomic quality. In a flexible musical context that supports
interpretational freedom, speed and pulse can fluctuate at will in order to create variable
textures. Here vividness of execution is no longer associated with rhythmic fixity. Speed also is
disassociated from its traditionally established associations with musical drama, where the
gradually accumulated intensity is released through anticipated climactic gestures. Instead, the
drama here focuses on the attainment and appreciation of the quality of sound parameters such
as attack and decay, graduations of pitch, timbre and noise implemented in a flexible spatial
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context. The concept of thematic transformation is replaced by processes of reciprocal sound
transformations between pure and complex forms (Figure 137).

Figure 137: Transformations of sound replace thematic transformations creating a continuity where silence is
organically included.

Both marimba and saxophone have a complementary function aiming to sustain a sonic
continuity. With the exception of the contrasting closing section that features an array of
fragmented sound events, the rest of the work demonstrates a smooth, uninterrupted spectral
quality. The various timbral and accent effects on the saxophone have a periodic, elastic
character that together with the sustaining sound of marimba, create a vibrant composite effect
(Figure 137).
Faded Shonorities II, compared with most of the works analysed here, demonstrates a higher
level of virtuosity in the instrumental writing, as both instruments are required to play
continuously vividly repeating passages. Yet, the evident virtuosity is counterbalanced by the
simplicity of the melodic material as well as the prevailing rhythmic flexibility (Figure 138). The
proportional notation employed, provides the general tonal, dynamic, expressive and structural
framework that supports the indeterminacy of idiosyncratic interpretational choices.

Figure 138: Virtuosity within simplicity.
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Faded Shonorities II was first presented during a workshop led by Sir Peter Maxwell Davies,
performed by Sarah Field and Mike Hamnet, and received its premier in Canterbury on 19 April
2008 at St Gregory’s Music Centre as part of the Sounds New Festival.
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CD1
The attached CD contains recordings of six of the submitted works.
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Title (description)

Duration

1

Fantasmata for female voice, flute, violin, cello and piano.

14:36

A live concert performance by Shonorities at Sapporo Kitara Concert Hall in Japan
on 28 November 2008, supported by the Great Britain Sasakawa Foundation,
Daiwa Foundation and Canterbury Christ Church University.
Shie Shoji (voice), Gareth Hanson (flute), Stelios Chatjiiosifidis (violin), Caroline
Szram (cello) and Aleksander Szram (piano).

2

11:15

Faded Shonorities for wind quintet.
A live concert performance by the New London Chamber Ensemble at Deal
Festival, St Clement’s Church, Sandwich on 14 July 2005.
Lisa Nelsen (Flute), Neyire Ashworth (clarinet), Melanie Ragge (oboe), Stephen
Stirling (French horn).

3

Ithaka for sho, shakuhachi, koto, shamisen, harp, oboe d’amore, clarinet and viola.

10:34

A live concert performance by Okeanos at Royal Northern College of Music at
Manchester on 13 June 2006, supported by spnm, the Great Britain Sasakawa
Foundation, and the Japan Foundation
Robin Thompson (sho), Clive Bell (shakuhachi), Melissa Holding (koto), Etsuko
Takezawa (shamisen), Sally Pryce (harp), Jinny Shaw (oboe d’amore), Pete Furniss
(clarinet), Bridget Carey (viola)

4

Little Songs of the Geisha for female voice, flute, violin and cello.
i)

Awaiting

5:25

ii)

Sound of Insects

2:53

iii)

Snake Mountain

3:29

iv)

Impossible Love

3:59

Recorded at St. Gregory’s Centre at Canterbury on 8 January 2006.
Shie Shoji (voice), Klio Blonz (flute), Stelios Chatjiiosifidis (violin) and Rebecca
Hewes (cello)

5

Antiphon to Mary for 4-part mixed choir and organ.

3:58

Performed by the Wells Cathedral Choir, directed by Matthew Owens and
recorded as part of the choral collection ‘Christmas From Wells’ released by
Regent Records on February 2007.

6

Faded Shonorities II for alto saxophone and marimba.
Recorded at St. Gregory’s Centre at Canterbury, 18 July 2008.
Sarah Field (saxophone), Mike Hamnett (marimba).
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